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1 Introduction & key findings 
 
March 17, The Netherlands holds general elections. The 'Digital' transformation is more 
important than ever. Current coalition parties have positioned digital throughout their 
election manifestos in quite a mature way. Almost all parties throughout the political 
spectrum seem to agree on themes such as a (form of) digitax, platform regulation, 
competition and platform work. Upsides and chances of digital are mentioned as well: 
‘digital as a solution’. This supports a balanced strategy under the next government. 
 
2021: Campaigning, elections, a new government and a Committee on ‘digital affairs’ 
March 17th 2021, the Dutch people will vote for a new Parliament. Especially, after the recent 
government resignation, campaigning will commence shortly. Possible grand issues during 
the campaigns will be 'fairness', the role of the State, Europe, sustainability, immigration, and 
the COVID response. Digital might be a topic as well, especially around tax, AI, platforms and 
‘power’ – given the intervention of social media platforms after the raid on Capitol Hill. After 
campaigns, elections and installation of the new Parliament, a Parliamentary Committee on 
Digital Affairs will be established, and the shaping of a new government will begin. 
  
Is digital a topic at all in the Manifestos, and how are there different approaches? 
Digital is present more than ever before. And even if it might not be a topic during the 
campaign, the presence in the manifestos will ensure coverage in the future coalition 
agreement. The manifestos indicate the next governments digital position – depending on the 
outcome of the elections; despite the broad coverage, we see clear differences in approach: 
 
• Center parties CDA, VVD, D66 and CU devote at least an entire chapter to digital or have it 

integrated throughout their programs, including a paragraph on opportunities. Current 
coalition parties seem to acknowledge the transformative role of digital, envision a future 
digital society, and feel responsible for guiding The Netherlands into the Digital Age. 
 

• Opposition parties PvdA, SP and PVV on the other hand seem to treat digitization as a 
peripheral phenomenon, mainly highlight risks (nationalist PVV on cybercrime, 
cyberwarfare), or use the traction surrounding digital excesses (The Labor Party on tax) as 
a - politically legitimate! - opportunity to leverage their political profile.  
 

• Greens fall in between, labeling digitization as a tool for green/climate solutions, high-tech 
horticulture and to reduce red tape and empower the police. Christian SGP as well, with a 
small chapter taking heavy notice of all kinds of risk, but also paying attention to chances.  

  
It is worth mentioning explicitly the degree of digital opportunities, chances and solutions in 
several manifestos. Think of eHealth, fintech, built environment, smart cities, working from 
home, smart mobility and eGovernment. This new positive direction towards ‘digital as a 
solution instead of only a problem’ catalyzed by the Corona lockdowns could leverage digital 
companies, digital cities and governance in The Netherlands. 
 
This presence of 'digital' across manifestos supports a powerful but balanced Dutch 
digital strategy/governance under the next government. The degree of robustness of 
transitioning into the 21st century though, will depend on the composition of the next 
Parliament, coalition, and on strength, vision and leadership of the next government.   
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What points stand out? 
Like in Brussels, Dutch political parties broadly seem to agree on regulation of (the power of) 
platforms by a digitax, more scrutiny on platform work, competition and content regulation. 
The differences between political parties on these topics will have to be found in the details; 
think of CDA and VVD agreeing on curbing tech power by means of competition policy, but 
CDA suggesting ‘champions’/sovereignty while VVD is not in favor of ‘picking the winners’. 
 
Digital opportunities, chances and solutions are present, but more scattered, often used to 
underscore ideological or political lines: Christian and Green parties mention working from 
home for the possibility to be close to the family or to reduce emissions; Liberals mentions 
smart mobility, Social Liberals want Smart cities and digital education is mentioned by Social 
Liberals, Christians. 
 
Moreover, there are some remarkable proposals and differences and omissions throughout 
the manifestos, that are worth mentioning and might prove interesting for political debate:  
 
• Robotax 

VVD and PvdD introduce the idea of a tax on robots or other digital means. With this far-
reaching measure, they seem to anticipate on a possible double downward spiral of job 
loss by technology, and the accordingly lower contributions to the Dutch social system. 
For a liberal and market driven political party like VVD this seems peculiar. On the other 
hand, the idea pro-actively fixes a possible deadlocked discussion on jobs and AI – 
precious time The Netherlands nor Europe have if they want to accelerate in digital. 
 

• Personal data ownership 
Quite some of the election manifestos introduce the idea of ‘personal data ownership’. 
Conceptually this idea seems quite attractive, but mostly it might have serious 
(unintended) consequences: every processing of data should be treated as a contract, 
introducing high economical transaction costs, incomplete and biased datasets for AI 
training and (conceptually as well) the possibility to contractually transfer ownership.   
 

• No Digital ID ideas 
While for some of the 21st century problems – like disinformation, cybercrime, online 
fraud, piracy, fake-reviews, etc. – it might proof helpful when individuals would not be able 
to move through cyberspace as anonymously as they do now, only one manifesto 
mentions the possibility for a sound digital identity. This way the scattered – almost non 
existent - Digital ID landscape in The Netherlands will continue to be a real problem.  
 

• Governance 
Two political parties propose a Minister for Digital affairs, an often-debated topic within 
digital circles. One the one hand such an official could develop a much-needed integral 
view and vision on digital; on the other hand – historically – this 'solution' has triggered a 
lot of not-invented-here dynamics. Moreover, some parties also include the plea for the 
Parliamentary Committee to be formed, focusing on ‘digital affairs’.   

  
More detailed info on selected topics digitax, employment, data/AI, benefits of digitalization 
and competition to be found throughout the report.  
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And what of this Parliamentary Committee on ‘digital affairs’? 
Right after the elections in March 2021, a new parliamentary committee will be formed, 
focusing on ‘digital affairs’. None of the current MPs with any digital expertise are up for re-
election but one. This digital brain drain might impact the digital effectiveness of the 
Parliament, but it could also be an opportunity for The Netherlands to step into the Digital 
Age: steering the digital car in the right direction might benefit from less 'technical, under the 
hood' expertise in favor of more political vision.  
 
How will the formation of the new Government proceed after March 17th?  
After elections political leaders will talk through the outcome and assign an explorer 
identifying possible coalitions. The new Parliament will review the outcome and assign an 
'informateur' diving deeper into a certain possible coalition, and possibly managing 
negotiations. Depending on the (positive) outcome, a 'formateur' will be assigned. This 
formateur will compose a new Cabinet. The King will then inaugurate the new Cabinet. 
 

 
 
The time it will take to compose a new government is depending on various factors: will the 
fallout of a possible third Corona wave create political risk to engage in a government or will a 
third peak revive the urge for almost a-political unity? Will there be other last minute political 
events/incidents changing current polling outcomes? Are VVD, CDA, D66 and CU (a majority 
following current polls) willing to proceed their coalition? Will a majority in the Parliament 
(Lower House) be able to count on a majority in the Senate? Based on political sentiment, a 
new government might need more than four parties. Such a broad coalition would mean deep 
negotiations, a detailed agreement. Negotiations for the current coalition took 225 days. 
  

Formation Procedure

Negotiations will commence when a potential coalition is 
found by the scout(s). The Lower House fractions of the 
Coalition get to vote on the Coalition agreement resulting 
from these negotiations. A ’formateur’ is appointed. (S)he forms the new 

cabinet. The new cabinet holds its constituent 
assembly and votes on the coalition agreement. 

The new parliamentary term will commence. 
Start or the new term for parliament

The election council will present the 
official results. 

Official results 

The new Lower House will hold a debate on the 
election results. One or more scouts will be appointed.

Debate on Election results

The Lower House and Senate select politically 
controversial proposals, which are put on hold until 
the new government is appointed.  

The King inaugurates the new government.

The scout(s) try/tries to find a coalition of parties 
that hold a majority, willing to work together and 

coordinates and guide(s) the negotiations.

Controversial affairs

Information stage

Negotiations on Coalition agreement

Inauguration

Formation stage

The leaders of political parties will have exploratory talks 
with the Speaker of the House. An explorer of possible 
will dive into the various possible coalitions.

Exploratory talks
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2 Five digital themes throughout election manifestos 
 
Considerati explored the various Dutch election manifestos for the most important and 
relevant digital topics. Crosschecking the themes Digital tax, employment, data and AI, 
benefits of digitalization and competition providing insight into possible policy directions for 
the next Government.  

2.1 Digital Taxation 
 
The rapid and expansive digital transformation has sparked global debates in legal and 
regulatory realms – tax as well. Where current international tax rules were developed in a 
"brick-and-mortar" economic environment, digitalization brought us scale without mass, 
intangible assets, and the centrality of data. Different tracks are already in place, OECD, EU tax 
and some national initiatives. How do Dutch political parties see tax in the modern global 
economy?  
 
VVD  Tech companies should pay taxes where they earn profit.  

In favor of OECD digital tax, but if these agreements take too long, introduce 
a national digital service tax.  

PVV No mention 
CDA  International companies should pay tax in the country where they make 

profit. Digital services should be taxed equally to normal services.  
D66 EU Digital tax.  
PvdA  Generally in favor of digitax.   
GroenLinks  Implementation national digitax until EU tax is presented.   
SP  Generally in favor of digitax.   
SGP  No mention  
CU Platform companies will also contribute fiscally; imposing a digi-tax. 
 
Main takeaway: strong basis for digital taxation across the board. A more liberally 
inclined government will urge for international solutions, while GroenLinks has an 
explicit desire to impose a national tax. Liberal VVD puts the pressure on and promises a 
national tax when the international tracks make limited progress.  
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2.2 Self-employment, platforms, labor market   
 

Digitalization enables new forms of labor relations, but also raises new questions. Should 
platform workers be classified as employees rather than independent contractors, or does the 
21st century need more flexibility? Could there be a middle road?   
 
VVD  A stronger position for self-employed, safeguarded by the government.    

Higher minimum wage.  
Self-employed should have a seat at the table of the Social-Economic Council.   
Stop mock constructions for hiring “self-employed”.    

PVV No mention  
CDA  Increase in supervision and legislation on, and better worker and consumer 

protection within, the platform economy.  
Permanent contracts are preferred.   

D66 Limit number of flex contracts through implementation of a minimum wage.  
Self-employed should have a seat at the table of the Social-Economic Council. 

PvdA  Stop false self employment constructions in the gig-economy.  
Self-employed have right to a minimum wage, and competition law will be 
adjusted so self-employed will be able to negotiate their pay themselves.    
Self-employed will gain better social security, insurances and pensions. 

GroenLinks  Self-employed will get the right to an “independent-contract”, pension 
contribution and social securities.   

SP Self-employed will gain more (social) insurances through the abolition of 
insecure labor contracts, a good retirement pension and collective insurances 
against incapacity to work. 

SGP  Better split between self-employed entrepreneurs and self-employed 
employees.  
Self-employed should be made aware of the up and downsides of this form of 
employment.  
Self-employed should have freedom in choosing insurances and building 
pensions.  

CU  No circumventing employment conditions in the platform economy.  
  
Main takeaway: No room for false self-employed in the gig-economy, more protection and 
social rights for self-employed laborers and gig-workers – voluntary or not. Less contract types. 
A better distinction between self-employed entrepreneurs and self-employed employees. 
Also, some parties argue self-employed should have a seat at the most relevant employment – 
but sometimes seen as old economy - institution: the Dutch Social-Economic Council. 
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2.3 Data and Artificial Intelligence  
 

Data and artificial intelligence are drivers of economic growth. Leveraging data driven 
technology, while maintaining the rule of law and fostering public trust in digital technologies 
is a complex issue. Fundamental political issues resurface: the relation between the 
government and its citizens, privacy versus security, individual rights versus collective 
interests, transparency versus intellectual property.    
  
VVD  Increase the role of data within competition law.  

Personal data needs to be increasingly protected and its use taxed.  
Platforms will be forced to share data with other platforms or companies when 
requested so by the consumer.   
Algorithms should be transparent and supervised by a new authority.   

PVV No mention  
CDA  Police will be better equipped to work with data analysis and algorithms.  

Better protection of personal data and personal ownership of data.  
D66  A data strategy should protect our individual fundamental rights. This means 

people are always owners of their own personal data and algorithms always 
have a human decision-making component. Current DPA will oversee algoritms. 

PvdA  Government will work more transparent and unified digitally, through friendly 
open algorithms and open source systems.   
For citizens it will be easier to address their privacy rights, such as data 
portability and traceability.  

GroenLinks  Algorithms in both the private as public environment are tested for 
discriminatory properties.  
Increase DPA ’s capacity and install a national coordinator data collection to 
prevent illegal practices and safeguard privacy.  
Large companies should offer an opt-in instead of an opt-
out regarding personal data collection.  

SP  No mention  
SGP  AI has large potential, but we need to ensure proportionality, transparency, etc.  

Selling riskfull AI-systems to foreign countries (EG: China/US), should be strictly 
regulated.    
Companies should be transparent about their use of personal data.  
Algorithms should never solely take decisions, a human check is integral.  

CU  Transformation of the Dutch Data Protection Authority into a Watchdog Digital 
Security, for supervision public and private dataprocessing and algorithms.   
Algorithm quality label for algorithms that respect privacy, security and do not 
hoard and combine data.  
Right to a clean data slate.  
Protection of children's data.  

  
Main takeaway: Across the board we see the tendency of more rules on data. Either through 
'ownership' or by (better) enforcement of current privacy rules. CDA and VVD address the 
tradeoff between data protection and crime, stating that privacy may not stand in the way of 
convicting criminals. Parties are generally in favor of human centered AI, and current coalition 
parties VVD, D66, CDA and CU are in favor of an 'algorithm watchdog'. 
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2.4 Acknowledgment of Digital as a driver for welfare and wellbeing  
 

Classically, politicians have seen Digital as a private endeavor that needed sporadic 
regulation. Some election manifestos however now express the urge for the government to 
stimulate or even actively engage in digital solutions. 
  
VVD  Innovation and development of “key technologies” through government 

investments. eHealth solutions like predictive health insights and care at home 
are facilitated by data sharing.  
Smart energy networks and intelligent transport systems.  

PVV No mention  
CDA  Working from home as a catalyzer of wellbeing, a better work/family balance 

and less pollution.  
Digital innovation in healthcare for patient wellbeing, facilitation of care-
professionals and cost reduction. 
An impulse for online education and digital schools.   

D66  Digital skills in the curriculum, including AI and digital education means.  
Intelligent traffic and public transport.  
Smart cities - based on an open data policy.  
eHealth solutions for better and more personal care.   
Empowering the democratic process through digital means.   

PvdA  No concrete mention  
GroenLinks  Dutch investment policy should focus on green and digital innovations.  

Export (digital) innovation knowledge in agri-food.  
Empower Dutch police with digital means.   

SP  No mention  
SGP  No mention   
CU  Empowering the police digitally.  

eHealth solutions for care at home and more human high value care.  
Free digital education means, digital skills in the curriculum. 
Digitizing cultural heritage.  
Working from home for wellbeing, family, pollution.  

  
Main takeaway: For many political parties, digitalization has not before been so prominently 
mentioned in election programs, and as a means of wellbeing and welfare as well. The 
manifestos envision solutions or new ecosystems for eHealth, fintech, smart cities, working 
from home, smart mobility and eGovernment. Although not all of these are mentioned across 
all party manifestos, this new positive direction towards "digital as a solution instead of a 
problem" catalyzed by the Corona lockdowns could create rich breeding ground for digital 
solutions within companies, cities and governance in The Netherlands. 
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2.5 Competition   
 

Competition – adjusted to 21st century dynamics – is clearly a topic. Before the geo-political 
urge was not as high, and the market force that digital companies can form through for 
instance a 'winner takes most' dynamics was not recognized as an issue.  
  
VVD  In case of market abuse (by tech companies) they risk being split up.  

More regulation, stricter competition law and supervision to prevent the abuse 
of market power.   

PVV No mention 
CDA  Where needed, competition law needs to be adjusted.   

If companies become too large, splitting them up will be a last resort.   
A level playing field for companies is important, but we should stimulate 
companies that produce in Europe and open more investment funds for smaller 
businesses or start-/scale ups.   

D66  European Competition law should be expanded, and the authorities that keep 
big tech in check should be freer in their (co)operations.   

GroenLinks  Committed to a stricter European supervisory framework that includes platform 
neutrality, full net neutrality and data portability.  

PvdA  Strengthen the competition authority to prevent abuse of market power.  
Big Tech companies should be split up.   
The device, software and app store should not be owned by one company.   

SP  To ensure privacy and safety of everyone, big international companies should 
be split up.  

SGP  Platforms have a lot of market power and some companies abuse this. 
Competition law needs to be adjusted to combat this problem.  

CU  No mention  
  
Main takeaway: Almost all parties recognize pitfalls of market power and possible abuse 
under current competition law. All seem to anticipate the Digital Markets Act discussion on EU 
level. CDA has a plea for more sovereignty, while VVD clearly renounces any idea of picking 
the winners.   
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3 What stands out?  
 

If you would ask Considerati, what other digital statements stand out – or notably don’t?  

3.1 Robot tax plan  
Dutch Liberal – and decadelong reigning – party VVD introduces the idea of a tax on robots or 
other digital means. Only PvdD, the quite small animal party (not covered in the report) does 
so as well. With this measure, both parties seem to anticipate a possible double downward 
spiral of job loss by technology, and the accordingly lower contributions to the Dutch social 
system. “More tax on capital and less on labor does not offer a complete solution [to make the 
Dutch social system future proof, Considerati]. A logical solution is then to not only base taxes 
and premiums on the people you employ, but also to make companies contribute to the social 
system if they 'employ' robots or other systems instead of employees or if capital and data are 
the source of their earnings.” With this proposal VVD and PvdD bring to the table taxes 
for those new scalable technologies that revolutionized our economy, like platform 
technology and AI.  

3.2 Digital ID vision: quite non-existent  
Although the scattered – almost nonexistent - Digital ID landscape in The Netherlands is a real 
problem, we see only VVD and PvdA mentioning the possibility for a single digital identity. 
Probably because over the past years, this topic has not been a very enjoyable for MP’s: stuck 
between a myriad of (business)interests, politically uninteresting and mostly technical. Whilst 
for some of our digital 21st century opportunities and problems – like ecommerce, trust, but 
also disinformation, cybercrime, online fraud, piracy, fake-reviews, etc. – it might proof helpful 
when individuals would move through cyberspace less anonymously than they do now. 

3.3 Data ownership  
Some of the election manifestos (VVD, CDA, D66, SGP) introduce the idea of ‘personal data 
ownership’. Conceptually this idea is quite attractive, but mostly it might have serious 
(unintended) consequences. Ownership of data for instance implies the ability to shield off this 
data in such a way that others cannot (re)use this data. But unlike physical goods, data can be 
copied at zero cost and is already abundantly available. Moreover, it would stifle trade and 
interaction in general, since every ‘transaction’ of data (from the exchange of business cards to 
the request of patient data by a hospital) would require negotiation and contracting. Finally, 
the concept of ownership also implies the – probably undesirable – ability to contractually 
transfer full ownership of (personal!) data to someone else if for instance the price is right. It 
seems the current GDPR regime already has quite a flexible framework, balancing the free 
flow of data and the protection of fundamental rights.  

3.4 Governance  
One political party proposes a Minister for Digital affairs, a highly debated topic within digital 
circles. One the one hand such an official could develop a much-needed integral view and 
vision on digital; on the other hand – historically – this 'solution' has triggered a lot of not-
invented-here dynamics between the one responsible on paper and other departments 
materially in charge of for instance sectoral (digital) policy.   
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4 The process from now on  
 
Some election manifestos are still concepts, but they already provide a good impression of 
the main direction the political landscape will take on digital during the next government. But 
first we face campaigning, elections, (in)formation and appointment of the new Cabinet by the 
King. Campaigning recess will formally start February 12 followed by elections March 17, 
2021. The current Cabinet has a ‘caretaker’ status – no impactful political decision are to be 
made, besides on Corona – and will proceed until a new Cabinet is installed.  

4.1 Formation of a new Government 
After the elections, the coalition negotiations will commence, and given the large variety of 
parties and the effort it will take to reach an agreement, this Formation might take until 
summer.   
  

 

4.2 Formation of a new Parliamentary Committee on 'Digital Affairs'  
Probably, right after the elections in March 2021, a new parliamentary committee will be 
formed, focusing on ‘digital affairs’. Key elements will be drawing up a knowledge agenda; 
ensuring support for other parliamentary committees on digital topics; ensuring a sound legal 
and supervisory framework for digital applications; to pay extra attention to initiatives and 
regulations from the European Union and the relevant input of the Dutch government.  
  
None of current MPs with digital background are up for re-election but one: mr. Van Dam, 
CDA. This digital braindrain, combined with the possibility of a scattered political outcome 
(MPs dealing with multiple files and not being able to 'specialize') might impact the ability of 
this Committee to make informed choices. On the other hand, populating the Committee with 
allround non-technical veterans, debating less about 'technicalities' of digital and more from a 
vision of a future digital society, might prove valuable for guiding The Netherlands into the 
Digital Age.  
  

Negotiations will commence when a potential coalition is 
found by the scout(s). The Lower House fractions of the 
Coalition get to vote on the Coalition agreement resulting 
from these negotiations. A ’formateur’ is appointed. (S)he forms the new 

cabinet. The new cabinet holds its constituent 
assembly and votes on the coalition agreement. 

The new parliamentary term will commence. 
Start or the new term for parliament

The election council will present the 
official results. 

Official results 

The new Lower House will hold a debate on the 
election results. One or more scouts will be appointed.

Debate on Election results

The Lower House and Senate select politically 
controversial proposals, which are put on hold until 
the new government is appointed.  

The King inaugurates the new government.

The scout(s) try/tries to find a coalition of parties 
that hold a majority, willing to work together and 

coordinates and guide(s) the negotiations.

Controversial affairs

Information stage

Negotiations on Coalition agreement

Inauguration

Formation stage

The leaders of political parties will have exploratory talks 
with the Speaker of the House. An explorer of possible 
will dive into the various possible coalitions.

Exploratory talks
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5 Appendix - The Lower House: Facts and Figures  
  
Appendix - Dutch Party translations:  
  
VVD  Conservative Liberals, largest party in The Netherlands, led by Prime Minister 

Rutte, formed the coalition with the CDA, D66 and ChristenUnie  
CDA  Christian Democrats, is currently in the coalition with VVD, D66 and ChristenUnie  
D66  Social Liberals, is currently in the coalition with the VVD, CDA and ChristenUnie  
PvdA  Social Democrats/ Labour Party  
GroenLinks  Greens, left party with a focus on climate  
SP  Socialists  
SGP  Orthodox Christians  
PVV  Nationalists, views are right-wing populist  
CU  Social Christians, currently in the coalition with VVD, CDA and D66  
  
Programs not accounted for  
Please note that not all parties currently holding seat have been included in the analyses. 
Small parties like DENK or Party for the Animals (PvdD) tend to be more one issue parties and 
did not have enough relevant content in their programs for them to be taken into account. 
 
Current and possible future position of political parties in Parliament 
 

  
Current Seats in Parliament Latest NOS January 10 poll (link, see above) 

+ or – relative to elections 2017 
Current coalition able to form a new government 
Government resignation and fall out of crisis not accounted for 

 The latest Peil.nl poll (link) of January 17 indicates 
that the current coalition would not have 76+ seats 
after elections. 

 Latest weighed poll of peilingwijzer (link) of January 
14 suggests a majority for the current coalition.   
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Considerati – Fitting technology into society 
 
Technology and data create opportunities for every organization. Their application has become 
front-page news. However, such innovations also create legal issues and friction with interests in 
society. As an organization, you want to remain in control.  
 
Considerati is the legal and public affairs consultancy for the digital world, with offices in Amsterdam 
and The Hague. In three specialized teams, we help organizations to innovate responsibly with 
digital technology and data. 
 
Legal: for a data strategy which is compliant with privacy regulations 
Responsible Tech: for an ethical compass when innovating with data and algorithms 
Public Affairs: for societal and political support for technology and innovations 
 
Over 15 years, we have built up our expertise with large companies and governments, as well as 
growing organizations. 
 
Contact 
Contact us through info@considerati or +31 (0)20 73 70 069. Also, take a look at our website 
http://www.considerati.com/. 
 


